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NO MATTE R W HI CH D OOR you choose to enter Brian

Donohoo’s remodeled Montecito home, you’re in for a surprise.
Go through the front, and you’ll be greeted by a photograph of
a shack that once graced the cover of The New York Times
Magazine (the real surprise comes later). Or if you proceed
through the side entrance, as I did, you’ll find yourself standing
in the shower adjacent to Donohoo’s master bedroom suite.
Not that the place is a testament to quirkiness. Rather, the
1,586-square-foot contemporary home reflects the practical sensibilities of its owner and the modern, site-sensitive philosophy
of the project’s design duo, Brett Ettinger and Pam Ferguson, the
husband-and-wife team at the helm of the five-person firm
Ferguson-Ettinger Architects.

Take the dwelling’s size, for example. In a place where bigness
dominates, the project reflects one of Ferguson and Ettinger’s
core values, “restraint,” as part of their commitment to sustainability. Says Ettinger, “We like to work on small homes because
the biggest thing you can do to be sensitive to the environment
is keep your footprint small. You don’t need to be big to embrace
the landscape and beauty of Santa Barbara.”
For Donohoo, CEO of AppFolio, a business management software company in Goleta, the decision to stay well within the property lines was also intended to keep his hectic schedule in check.
“I wanted to focus on everything else but the house. I do a lot
of sports and I started a business, so I didn’t want to think about
taking care of a house at all,” he says.

Above: Remodeling this Sycamore Canyon home included adding a new entry and raising the ceilings to 10’3’’ to capture the mountain
views and maximize the space. Opposite and preceding page: The living room seamlessly blends indoor and outdoor areas, with the
exterior’s integrally colored cement plaster extending onto the hearth. Pamela Ferguson designed the living room carpet and curtains.
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Hence the bathroom abutting the side door. Rather than having
to deal with tracking in sand after a morning surfing the breakers
at Hammonds Beach, Donohoo can step directly into the shower.
The set-up also eliminates the need for a separate mudroom—
important when you have only so much space to work with.
Originally, Donohoo rented what was once a 1,246-squarefoot house, and purchased the Sycamore Canyon abode in 2007.
Following a modern home tour sponsored by the UCSB art
museum, Donohoo interviewed several of the architects, ultimately choosing Ferguson-Ettinger.
“I selected Brett because he shared my vision of keeping the
house small and practical but interesting. And since I wanted the
house to be done inside and out when I moved in, Pam could
help with the interior as well,” says Donohoo. That vision, says

Ettinger, comprised “a peaceful serenity to the architecture,
about 300 extra square feet, a master bedroom suite and a twocar garage.” Donohoo also wanted to modify the entry.
In fact, Ettinger says this was one of the driving forces of the
project.
“Originally, you drove up to a carport and saw a wall with the
trash but no one knew where to go to get into the house. This
house was trying desperately to be a decent contemporary,”
Ettinger says, while showing me some old photos. “You can see,
though, the owner ran out of money so they didn’t detail the
fascias or any of the roof transitions.”
Built in 1973, the place had modern bones; it was just lacking
in refinement. The trick was to achieve this without overwhelming the space with detailing. Adding too much intricacy, Ettinger

says, can make a not-so-big space feel claustrophobic.
She continues, “Really it was about taking a small house,
preserving its modest sensibility and making it feel grander than
it is, then coming back almost surgically and giving it some craft
and elegance that it never had but should have.”
Now, instead of gaining access through a pair of sliding doors
in a shady area on the side of the house, guests can follow a
natural stone path to a nearly five-foot-wide stained Douglas fir
door, custom built by Egon Milbrecht, a German furniture-maker
here in Santa Barbara.
Once inside, you perceive a healthy expanse of space, thanks
to an open floor plan punctuated by floor-to-ceiling windows
with views of the nearby mountains. Ettinger extended the
front of the house by three feet and raised the ceiling to bring

foothill vistas into
the living room.
Other changes
included adding
green features such
as bamboo flooring,
dual glazed windows,
low-VOC paints and
stains, and an ondemand hot water heater. Structural modifications involved
small touches like creating an ultra-deep recess for the TV in the
newly created study and more elaborate modifications like
gutting the whole left side of the house and opening up the
dining room to the outside with a walkway.

Above: There is access to the yard from every room in the house. The study opens onto the expansive rear terrace, with stadium-style

Top: Ferguson-Ettinger’s interest in spare yet lush design can be seen in this composition, where the site wall is accented with a custom-

steps made of ipe wood. At left, the pocket office converted from a closet is just one example of an ingenious use of space.

made ipe gate and strategic plantings. Above: the house showcases the owner’s distinctive art collection, including a series of Jeffrey
Milstein photographs of the underside of airplanes.
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Get The Look
The kitchen was the only element left untouched. “It works,”
says Donohoo.
The backyard, also accessible from the study and master bedroom, maintains a sculptural sleekness, or as Ettinger describes
it, a “graphic sensibility.” A series of 36-foot-long steps made of
ipe (pronounced “e-pay”), a farmed South American hardwood,
leads to a rectangle of grass framed by black bamboo. All of this
contrasts nicely with a couple of towering white birches and a
specimen maple. “We designed the deck around the tree, in
homage to it,” Ettinger says.
In the enclosed Zen-like front yard, a bonsai-like Japanese
black pine stands on a carpet of drought-resistant, yet lush,
myoporum—both best admired from the marine-grade steel
Modernica chairs on the little patio. But gently push open the

10-by-10 foot Fleetwood
sliders, and the outdoors
flows back into the
living room, decorated
with a white Eames
chair and a carpet
custom designed by
Pam Ferguson and
made in Nepal.
Here, Ettinger has
installed a new fireplace with honed slate on the floor and a concrete wall sheathed with integrally colored slate green. This is
one of two areas where the exterior wall material is extended
inside, thus reinforcing the connection to the outside. To add

Top: A specimen maple that was part of the original property can be seen from the master bedroom. Custom-designed satin finish
aluminum curtain valances and baseboard throughout the house add to its sense of refinement. Above: Owner Brian Donahoo relaxes
on his back terrace. Right: The master bathroom highlights another integration of indoor and outdoor space, with a door leading
directly to the shower from the side garden to keep sand out of the house post-surfing.
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warmth, Ettinger used wood on exterior overhangs and part of
the ceiling. He also added three skylights, perfect for highlighting Donohoo’s eclectic collection of photographs and paintings.
For example, there’s a pair of Julius Shulman black-and-white
images from the 1940s, a series of Jeffrey Milstein pictures depicting the undersides of airplanes and four portraits painted by local
artist Valori Fussell hanging in the dining room. “I live alone, but
with them it doesn’t feel like it,” Donohoo says, smiling.
As for that shack you see when you first walk in, brace yourself—it once belonged to the Unabomber.
“In a way, it’s a really cool picture of home, but when you
know the story you get another feeling,” Donohoo says. “I
always loved this picture, even though it was kind of ominous.” 
Santa Barbara-based freelance writer Arnie Cooper’s writing
has appeared in Esquire, Outside, Hemispheres and The Wall
Street Journal. He is a frequent contributor to Santa Barbara
Seasons magazine.

Architect

Green Attributes

Ferguson-Ettinger Architects,
8 Ashley Ave., 805/899-9171,
www.fe-arch.com
Project Architect: Eric Kaiser
Project Assistant: Michael Davisson
Structural Engineer: Mitch Perkins

• Passive solar design including large
roof overhangs and expanses of
north-facing glass
• Light-colored gravel ballasted roof
• Integrally colored cement plaster
exterior doesn’t need repainting

Contractor
Allen Associates, 835 N. Milpas St.,
Ste. D, 805/884-8777,
www.dennisallenassociates.com
Superintendent: Ben Cervantes

• Unfinished ipe decking (FSC certified)
• Low E 1-inch dual-glazing on
windows and sliders

• Low VOC paints and finishes

Landscape Design

• Bamboo flooring

Eladio Soriano and Arcadia Studio,
2020 E. Cota St., 805/962-9055,
www.arcadiastudio.com

• On-demand water heater

Custom Doors
Milbrecht Construction,
4014 Invierno Dr. #A,
805/683-0487

• Drought tolerant landscaping
• Permeable surfaces throughout
exterior hardscape—spaced acidwashed concrete pavers, loose-laid
stone pavers and crushed brown shale
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